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After discussing all these problems and keeping them in
mind we proposed an automated wheelchair which has an
obstruction shirking capability. All the powered
wheelchairs till now use interfaces to work on. This is still
insufficient in terms of providing free portability to those
who are handicapped. Through structural study and some
research work, it was discussed that the powered
wheelchair needs some sort of improvement to help those
debilitated people out there. It is to be made more self
versatile. This exploration paper is going to provide
creative answers for handling the wheel seats using voice
interface.
The paper is divided into four sections, including the
current introductory Section 1. This is followed by Section
2 where the basic methodology for making the automation
of the wheelchair has been explained with voice
application. Thereafter in section 3 the components setup is
discussed for obtaining the results. These components are
employed for enhancing the work function of the
automation of wheel chair using voice recognition system.
After this, concluding remarks have been given in section 4

Abstract: The dependency of people depends on others
especially when they get to travel from one place to another.
For those who are physically ill requires wheelchair for their
daily needs, and who can help them to make the wheelchair
move. By having a controlled wheel-chair system will empower
weakened individuals to wind up independent. The structure is
a remote wheelchair control system that uses a voice
acknowledgment application for actuating and controlling all
of its improvements. The wheelchair responds to the voice
request from its customers to play out any advancement limits.
It joins a microcontroller, Bluetooth module, control interface
engine, transfer engine, which uses board through which wheel
chair can move. By using the structure, the customers can work
in the wheel-chair by basically address the mobile phone
antenna. The fundamental improvement limits fuse advance
and alter heading, left and right turns and stop It utilizes an
Atmega328 to control the system assignments. It talks with the
Bluetooth module to recognize word communicated and after
that chooses the contrasting yield request with drive, the right
and left engines. To accomplish this endeavour, in the
controller's memory a low-level registering program is set.
Index Terms: Arduino, Bluetooth module HC-05, L293D,
Voice application, MASTER/SLAVE.

I.

INTRODUCTION
II.

The people with disabilities can be happy with powered
wheelchair, but people with the crippled network, found
out that working a power wheelchair is somewhat difficult
or troublesome. This undertaking could be a piece of an
assistive innovation. It is for progressively autonomous,
beneficial, and agreeable living. An incapacitated
individual who is having movement related issues or
locomotive disabilities require a wheelchair so that he/she
can move around and perform different tasks. This can be
done by moving the wheelchair by hands. At any rate
various individuals have feeble upper limbs or find the
manual technique for working unreasonably tiring. Thus it
is more appealing to provide them such sort of a wheelchair
that can be moved or controlled by giving voice direction
or using a joystick. Since this wheelchair can move at a
good reasonable speed, it has that capacity that it can
maintain distance from hindrances. This all can be
accomplished at a very moderate cost, which will be a great
boon to all those incapacitated people out there. In addition,
it is also good for those organizations that come up to help
these people.

Front The examination comprises of Bluetooth module
and engine driver with a microcontroller. The entire
framework is connected to the seat. In the opposite end
one cell phone is joined to the seat with AMR_Voice
application. So the versatile will send the voice signs to
the Bluetooth module and will be perceived by the
microcontroller. There are mostly five capacity modified
in a microcontroller forward, in reverse, left, right and
stop.
Front two engines are given high flag to move a forward
way. Raise two engines are given high flag to move a
regressive way. Left two engines are given high flag to
move the correct way. Right two engines are given high
flag to move in the left course. Low flag is given to each
engine to stop.
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METHODOLOGY

Fig.1. Represent the protype for the project
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In 'Voice acknowledgment wheelchair' order will be given
to the versatile utilizing an application which is interfaced
with the Bluetooth module and microcontroller, which will
be mounted on the wheelchair The program is put
away/consumed in the memory of the microcontroller.
There are for the most part five directions perceived by the
microcontroller forward, in reverse, right, left. The engine
driver is interfaced with the microcontroller. 12V power
supply is given to the engines. The fundamental piece of
the plan is to controlling the movement of the wheel-chair.
There are four state of movements that are considered such
as, pushing ahead, moving backward course, moving to
one side and moving to one side. On the off chance that
the client does not need the wheel-chair move in rapid, the
moderate speed in order to set by applying current supply
to the motor. The wheel seat bearings as development of
conceivable are as given beneath and alsoFig.1represent
Block Diagram for Voice Controlled Wheel-chair Based
on Atmega
Forward Direction: Both the motor are moving in forward
direction. Turn around: Both motor are moving in
backward way. Left: Left side motor halted and right
engine in forward way.Right: Right motor is stopped and
left motor moves in forward way direction.Stop: All
motors are halted.

Fig.3.Wheelchair in which circuit must be implemented

Fig.4. shows the circuit connection for the Voice
Controlled Wheelchair Based on Arduino Uno
IV.

Fig.2 Block Diagram for Voice Controlled Wheelchair
Based on AT mega
III.

RELATED WORK

The works focuses to set up the automated wheel-chair
control frame-work in order to recognize voice module at
lower cost as in unexpected of crippled individuals
particularly with a handicap who cannot make motion like
ordinary persons will having the option to move freely. In
this venture, a basic bundle with the modest components that
wouldn’t complicate the wheel-chair and with the high
productivitydrawbacks voice recognizer that could
accomplish some of the time to 100% of acknowledgment
rate and is utilizes to manufacture, a viable voice-controlled
wheel-chair. Fig.2. represent Wheelchair in which circuit has
to be implemented and has wider applications as well as
Fig.3. Represents Circuit diagram for the project

This paper examinesthis voice worked wheel objective of
this research project is to equip the present motorized
wheelchair control system with a voice command system at
low-price and friendly operation. By having these features,
differently abled people especially with a severe disability
who are unable to move like normal people will be able to
move independently. An individual with crippled with legs
and arms can utilize this wheel seat effectively on the off
chance that he can talk.
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